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Correlation self-testing of a theory addresses the question of whether we can identify the set
of correlations realisable in a theory from its performance in a particular information processing
task. Applied to quantum theory it aims to identify an information processing task whose optimal
performance is achieved only by theories realising the same correlations as quantum theory in any
causal structure. In [Phys. Rev. Lett. 125 060406 (2020)] we introduced a candidate task for this,
the adaptive CHSH game. Here, we analyse the maximum probability of winning this game in
different generalised probabilistic theories. We show that theories with a joint state space given by
the minimal or the maximal tensor product are inferior to quantum theory, before considering other
tensor products in theories whose elementary systems have various two-dimensional state spaces.
For these, we find no theories that outperform quantum theory in the adaptive CHSH game and
prove that it is impossible to recover the quantum performance in various cases. This is the first
step towards a general solution that, if successful, will have wide-ranging consequences, in particular,
enabling an experiment that could rule out all theories in which the set of realisable correlations
does not coincide with the quantum set.

I. INTRODUCTION

Correlation self-testing means certifying that some in-
formation processing task (or set of tasks) can only be
completed by a theory possessing a specific set of cor-
relations [1], for instance by a theory that has exactly
the same correlations as quantum mechanics. Identifying
such a task is of interest because it allows a new charac-
terization of quantum theory as a theory that (within a
set of probabilistic theories) is optimal for this task. This
opens up the possibility of an experiment that can more
directly exclude other theories because they lead to more
restrictive correlations in the task at hand. Crucially, if
an appropriate task is considered, theories that allow for
more non-local bipartite correlations than quantum the-
ory (such as box-world [2]) can be inferior to quantum
theory, in spite of the larger set of correlations realisable
in the usual Bell scenario [1].

Given a particular task we can consider the correlations
that a given theory can realise in the scenario associated
with that task. For instance, in a Bell experiment [3],
the CHSH value in general increases with the size of the
bipartite state space [4]. In order to single out quan-
tum theory, we need a task that, for a sufficiently large
state space, becomes more difficult as the state space in-
creases. An example of such a task is the adaptive CHSH
game that we introduce in a companion paper [1]. It is a
candidate for a task where theories that produce the cor-
relations of quantum mechanics may perform optimally.
This paper can be seen as a development of a line of re-

search looking at ways to understand quantum mechanics
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from an information-theoretic perspective. The laws of
quantum theory are usually introduced via a set of math-
ematical axioms, and there have been many attempts to
understand the significance of these in other ways. One of
the first insights was that requiring that signals cannot be
transmitted faster than light is not sufficient for singling
out quantum theory [5, 6]. A variety of different the-
ories do not allow superluminal signalling, for instance,
generalised probabilistic theories (GPTs) [2, 7]. Subse-
quently, identifying a principle that singles out quantum
mechanics, has been a key question in quantum founda-
tions. The proposals range from requiring communica-
tion complexity to be non-trivial [8], the impossibility of
non-local computation [9] and the principle of Informa-
tion Causality [10] (which imposes restrictions on random
access coding) to principles such as Macroscopic Local-
ity [11] and the multipartite principle of Local Orthog-
onality [12]. These principles are intended to represent
properties of ‘reasonable’ theories, but are insufficient to
point uniquely to quantum correlations. In particular,
the principles are obeyed by almost quantum correlations
(it remains possible that information causality is an ex-
ception, but numerical evidence suggests not) [13].

Correlation self-testing give a new perspective on this
problem. Instead of searching for a principle that ex-
cludes certain theories as implausible because of their
implications, e.g. on information processing, we ask with
respect to which aspects quantum mechanics is optimal.
In particular, we seek to find information processing tasks
for which quantum mechanics gives the optimal perfor-
mance, while other theories are inferior. Tasks with such
properties are good candidates for self-tests of quantum
theory.

After outlining self-testing in more detail and describ-
ing the framework of GPTs in Section II, we proceed
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(see Section III) to outline the adaptive CHSH game,
whose winning probability is upper bounded by 3

4 clas-

sically and 1
2 + 1

2
√
2
quantum mechanically, proving that

the latter bound is achievable. We then show that in any
GPT where the joint state space is formed by taking the
minimal or maximal tensor product this game cannot be
won with a probability larger than with a classical strat-
egy (Section III B). To move beyond the minimal and
maximal tensor product we consider systems in GPTs
where the local state spaces are regular polygons in two
dimensions with n extremal states. For these we find
that regular polygons with odd n perform strictly worse
than quantum theory (Section III C 1) and we also prove
the same for any GPT with local systems with n = 4
(Section III C 2; for larger even n the problem remains
partially open). In addition, we discuss the case of self-
dual theories in Section III C 3, for which we also find that
they perform worse than quantum mechanics. Finally, in
Section IV, we conclude and discuss the remaining open
problems and further research directions.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section we introduce the notion of correlation
self-testing and its relation to other forms of self-testing
as well as the tools needed in order to understand the
remaining sections of this article, in particular the frame-
work of generalised probabilistic theories.

A. Self-testing of physical theories

We consider an information processing task in which
there are some number of (classical) inputs, labelled Xi

and (classical) outputs Ai and we use X and A to de-
note the collection of all inputs and outputs respectively.
Given the setup for the task (which mathematically cor-
responds to constraints on the way the variables can be
related) and a theory, particular conditional distributions
PX|A can be realised. An information processing task
can be characterised by a function on the inputs and
outputs, whose expectation value we want to maximize.
Alternatively, we can express this expectation value as
a real-valued function f on the conditional distributions.
We would like to find a setup, C, and a function, f , whose
maximum over all realisable correlations in all theories1

can be achieved by quantum mechanics, i.e., we seek a
case where (informally)

max
{PX|A}

f(PX|A) = max
{PX|A∈Q(C)}

f(PX|A) , (1)

1 We do not say here what we mean by a theory because it makes
sense to consider self-testing for various definitions. However,
when we come on to the technical results in this paper, we con-
sider GPTs.

where Q(C) is the set of distributions realisable in quan-
tum theory in the setup C, and the first maximum is
over distributions realisable in C in any theory.2 Fur-
thermore, we would like it to be the case that quantum
mechanics outperforms as many alternative theories as
possible, ideally being the unique theory that can achieve
this maximum within the set of physical theories under
consideration. If so, this task provides a way to self-test
quantum theory within this set of theories. Given such
a task, an experiment could be performed showing that
quantum mechanics is the only theory compatible with
the observed results, thus providing a much more direct
test of quantum theory than ever before.
The set of theories we consider in this work are the

GPTs (see Section II B for more details). Achieving com-
plete self-testing of quantum theory in this set is not pos-
sible, because several theories can give rise to the same
sets of correlations. For instance, quantum theory over
the real numbers gives the same correlations as complex
quantum mechanics [14]. The same holds if we aim to
self-test specific aspects of quantum theory rather than
the theory as a whole, for instance its state space. How-
ever, the above task is still of interest, since being able to
self-test quantum theory in a certain subset of all GPTs
(that do not lead to the same correlations), could be use-
ful as a way to rule out some of these theories experimen-
tally. This may for instance happen if there is a subset of
GPTs competing with quantum theory that have some
other natural properties.
Due to the aforementioned restrictions on self-testing

from all conceivable theories, we consider the task of cor-
relation self-testing. Applied to quantum theory, this re-
lated but weaker question is whether we can find a task
where any theory capable of achieving the optimum has
the same set of realisable correlations as quantum theory.
In principle, there could be several different theories (in-
cluding quantum mechanics) that can achieve the same
optimum in that task. If all such theories necessarily al-
low the same set of realisable correlations in any task,
then we are able to correlation self-test quantum theory
using the task at hand. In other words, with respect to
the set of theories under consideration, correlation self-
testing of quantum theory (with a single task f) means
that if (1) holds and a theory gives rise to correlations
T (C) such that

max
{PX|A∈T (C)}

f(PX|A) = max
{PX|A∈Q(C)}

f(PX|A), (2)

then we have T (C′) = Q(C′) in all causal structures C′.
In other words, correlation self-testing of quantum theory
with a single task f means that, if for a theory T there
is a setup C where T (C) 6= Q(C), then (2) does not hold
and the left-hand side is smaller than the right.

2 When speaking about the correlations of a theory we implicitly
refer to the closure of the set of correlations.
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Correlation self-testing quantum theory with a set of
tasks {fi}i is possible if whenever another theory leads to
a different set of correlations in some scenario, then for
one of the tasks in {fi}i, quantum theory outperforms
it. An important step towards correlation self-testing is
thus to identify tasks where quantum theory outperforms
other known theories. Note that finding such tasks is not
only relevant for correlation self-testing but also for GPT
self-testing in certain sets of theories as introduced above.
In this work, we make a step towards correlation self-

testing by asking for which tasks, f , it holds that

max
{PX|A∈T (C)}

f(PX|A) ≤ max
{PX|A∈Q(C)}

f(PX|A) , (3)

where T (C) is the set of correlations a theory can achieve
in the corresponding setup, C, and where the inequality
is strict for as many theories as possible. Specifically,
we analyse the adaptive CHSH game (see Section III)
for a variety of theories, establishing that (3) holds for
the theories considered and proving in the majority of
analysed cases that the inequality is strict.

B. Generalised probabilistic theories

From an operational viewpoint, any physical experi-
ment consists of the preparation of a system, a transfor-
mation of it and a subsequent measurement that yields
some outcomes. Mathematically, we model a system’s
state space S using a compact convex subset of a real
vector space V .3

For each type of system there is an associated ef-
fect space, E , a compact convex subset of the dual vec-
tor space to V (denoted V ∗) made up of linear maps
S → [0, 1] called effects. For a system with state space
S ⊂ V , the maximal possible effect space Emax is,

Emax(S) = {e ∈ V ∗ | 0 ≤ e(S) ≤ 1 ∀S ∈ S} . (4)

Any effect space E contains a unit effect u ∈ E , which
has the property that u(S) = 1 for all S ∈ S. If not
stated otherwise, we consider the maximal effect space
to any state space, since bounds on the performance in
the adaptive CHSH game with the maximal effect space
then remain valid under restrictions on the effect space.
This means that although we use the no-restriction hy-
pothesis [15, 16], our results are not restricted to theories
that satisfy it.
A measurement M ∈ M is a collection of effects that

sum to the unit effect, i.e., we can write M = {ex ∈ E :

3 The elements of the vectors are related to the probabilities of
measurement outcomes, and convexity is justified by the notion
that it is possible to prepare a system in state S1 with probability
p or S2 with probability (1− p) and then forget the preparation,
resulting in pS1 + (1− p)S2 ∈ S.

∑

x e
x = u}. The interpretation of ex(S) is the proba-

bility of outcome x when M is performed on a system in
state S.
Transformations may be applied to a system between

preparation and measurement. These are linear maps
from the state space to itself that for each type of sys-
tem include an identity transformation, I. Since a trans-
formation followed by a measurement is equivalent to a
different measurement, we will not need to explicitly con-
sider the set of possible transformations.
In principle, states in a theory could require an infi-

nite number of parameters to specify. For instance, this
would be the case if the theory had an infinite number
of different measurements whose outcomes are unrelated
to one another. However, in many theories it is possible
to infer the outcome probabilities of some measurements
from those of others. A collection of measurements that
(for any state of a particular system) allows us to infer the
outcome probabilities for all other measurements is called
a set of fiducial measurements for that system. Here, we
consider only theories where the state of each system can
be completely characterised in terms of a finite set of
fiducial measurements with a finite number of outcomes,
so a finite vector is sufficient to represent the state.4 The
extremal states of S are called pure, in analogy to the
quantum case. Note that certain such theories, for in-
stance classical physics, have systems with state spaces
that have a finite number of pure states, while for oth-
ers, such as quantum theory, the number of pure states
is infinite.
A system whose state space can be characterised by

two two-outcome fiducial measurements is called a gbit.
The state space of a gbit can be written as a convex
shape in R

2, i.e., states can be represented by vec-
tors (P (0|0), P (0|1)) (the (redundant) probabilities of
obtaining outcome 1 for each fiducial measurement are
not needed). Depending on the number of pure states
there are different polygonal state spaces (including all
cases with finitely many pure states) and state spaces
with (partly) curved boundary (for infinitely many pure
states). We consider regular polygons, which have the
property that for any two pure states there is a reversible
transformation that maps one to the other [17]5. In a
classical system all pure states are perfectly distinguish-
able and the state space is a simplex. In 2D, this is a trit
with n = 3. The following example illustrates the state
space for n = 4.

Example 1. Consider the state space S� spanned by
the four extremal states (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1),

4 Some representations have redundancies, e.g., if their compo-
nents contain all the outcome probabilities of a particular mea-
surement then there is a redundancy due to normalisation; like-
wise there are redundancies if states are written in terms of more
measurements than a minimal set of fiducial measurements.

5 Truncated versions of these polygon state spaces may also have
this property [17].
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i.e., a gbit in this theory lies within this space where
each co-ordinate represents the probability of outcome 0
for one of two fiducial measurements. This corresponds
to a system where there can at the same time be com-
plete certainty about the outcomes of both fiducial mea-
surements (this situation differs qualitatively from the
quantum case).

1. Bipartite systems

Two systems A and B can be thought of as parts of a
single joint system AB. A minimal requirement on the
joint state space is that if SA ∈ SA and SB ∈ SB then
SA ⊗ SB ∈ SAB . States that can be written as SA ⊗
SB are called product and convex combinations thereof
are separable, while all other states are called entangled.
Analogously, measurements M = {ex}x ∈ MA and N =
{fy}y ∈ MB can be composed into L ∈ MAB , made
up of product effects, i.e., L = {ex ⊗ fy}x,y. Product
effects act on product states as (ex ⊗ fy)(SA ⊗ SB) =
ex(SA)f

y(SB). This implies that the theories we consider
are non-signalling, since if {exa}x ∈ MA and {fy

b }y ∈ MB

are measurements for a = 1, . . . , na and b = 1, . . . , nb,
then

p(y|a, b)=
∑

x

(exa ⊗ fy
b )(SAB)=(uA ⊗ fy

b )(SAB)=p(y|b) ,

which is independent of a, and analogously for the other
no-signalling conditions. Note that this premise is non-
trivial and may exclude some theories. For instance, for-
mulations of quantum theory over the quaternions have
difficulties with defining tensor products [18, 19]. It is,
however, natural to impose no-signalling in order to allow
such theories to be compatible with special relativity.

Performing a measurement M = {ex}x ∈ MA on a
subsystem A of a multi-partite system AB, means ap-
plying the maps ex ⊗ IB to SAB . The post-measurement
state on B after observing outcome x is

SB|x =
(ex ⊗ IB)(SAB)

ex(SA)
, (5)

where SA = (IA ⊗ uB)SAB .

Given a bipartite state SAB and a set of measurements
NA ⊂ MA on A and NB ⊂ MB on B we can construct
the joint distribution of outcomes. These can be written
as a vector, which we denote V (SAB ,NA,NB), whose
entries can be conveniently displayed in a matrix. For
instance, if we consider two binary measurements on a
bipartite system then we can represent V (SAB ,NA,NB)

as6







P (00|00) P (01|00) P (00|01) P (01|01)
P (10|00) P (11|00) P (10|01) P (11|01)
P (00|10) P (01|10) P (00|11) P (01|11)
P (10|10) P (11|10) P (10|11) P (11|11)






.

In this work, we impose local tomography for the GPTs
under consideration, meaning that the joint state of a
multi-partite system can be fully characterised by the
statistics obtained from local measurements on its com-
ponent subsystems. This ensures that systems can be
completely described in terms of the outcome probabili-
ties of all combinations of product fiducial measurements
on the subsystems. (For theories like real quantum me-
chanics, where this is not the case, additional global pa-
rameters are necessary for characterising a state.) In lo-
cally tomographic theories, the two extremal choices of a
joint state space of two single-system state spaces are the
minimal and the maximal tensor product respectively.
The minimal tensor product, ⊗min, of two state spaces
is the convex hull of all possible product states, i.e., it
comprises all separable states. For theories where the
local effect space is Emax(S), the maximal tensor prod-
uct of two state spaces, ⊗max, is defined as the set of
joint states, S, for which for all product effects e we have
0 ≤ e(S) ≤ 1, and such that the tensor product of the
single system unit effects acting on S gives 1. Generically
these feature entangled states (but classical cases do not).
When the local effect space is not Emax(S) a more general
definition of ⊗max is needed (see Section III C 3). If the
state space of a single system is that given in Example 1,
taking the minimal and maximal tensor product leads to
general local theory and box-world respectively, both of
which were considered in [2].
We are not aware of work that provides constructions

of (explicit) joint state spaces between the minimal and
the maximal tensor product, with the exception of quan-
tum mechanics. However, for such a joint state space
to be considered reasonable, we require it to be convex,
since we could have a preparation procedure where we
randomly prepare one of two states and then forget which
one it was. We also require that for any state and set of
local measurements, if the local outcome probabilities are
permuted, then there is a state that achieves these per-
muted correlations under the same measurements. This
imposes a symmetry on the state space.

III. CORRELATION SELF-TESTING IN THE

ADAPTIVE CHSH GAME

We consider the adaptive CHSH game introduced
in [1]. A referee asks Bob to choose one of four per-
mutations of the CHSH game [4]. He then asks Alice

6 Although written as a matrix, we consider this a way to display
the elements of the vector.
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A

RA SAB

B

SB′C

C

RC

Figure 1. Causal structure of the adaptive CHSH game. The
answers A, B and C as well as the referee’s questions RA and
RC determine whether the game is won. The resources SAB

and SB′C are modelled as unobserved resources in the causal
structure language, and their nature depends on the theory.

and Charlie questions, denoted RA and RC respectively,
for which they have to give answers, labelled A and C
respectively, where RA, RC , A and C can take values in
{0, 1}. The questions are chosen uniformly at random.
The three players win the game if Alice’s and Charlie’s
answers win the CHSH-type game Bob chose.

Bob can express his choice in terms of two bits, which
correspond to the winning conditions in the following ta-
ble.

Bob’s choice B Winning condition of CHSH-type game
(0, 0) rA · rC ⊕ rC = a⊕ c
(0, 1) rA · rC ⊕ rA ⊕ rC = a⊕ c
(1, 0) rA · rC ⊕ rA ⊕ rC ⊕ 1 = a⊕ c
(1, 1) rA · rC ⊕ rC ⊕ 1 = a⊕ c

The three players are aware of the rules of the game
and may each choose a strategy. Before the game starts
Alice may share a resource SAB with Bob, and Charlie
may share SB′C with Bob, where the nature of SAB and
SB′C depends on the theory we are working in. However,
no other resource is shared between the parties (in partic-
ular, no tripartite system). Furthermore, after the game
commences, no communication is allowed, so, in particu-
lar, Alice and Charlie are not aware of Bob’s choice when
they give their outcomes. The causal structure associated
with the game is shown in Figure 1.

Alice, Bob and Charlie may have a coordinated strat-
egy, which one might think of as an additional tripar-
tite (classical) cause. However, because their strategy is
fixed, we can think of our result applying for all fixed
strategies of Alice, Bob and Charlie without the need for
this additional shared resource.

The overall winning probability of the game
for a strategy that leads to a distribution
PABCRARC

(a, b, c, rA, rC) = 1
4PABC|RARC

(a, b, c|rA, rC)
is

pwin(P ) =
∑

a,b,c,rA,rC

PABCRARC
(a, b, c, rA, rC)Q(a, b, c, rA, rC),

(6)

where Q = 1 if the winning condition specified in the
above table is met and Q = 0 otherwise.

A. Optimal quantum strategy

If the players have access to quantum systems, i.e., if
Alice can share an entangled quantum system ρAB with
Bob, and Charlie can share ρB′C with Bob, then the win-
ning probability for the optimal quantum strategy P opt

Q

is pwin(P
opt
Q ) = 1

2+
1

2
√
2
. That this is an upper bound fol-

lows from Tsirelson’s bound [20], and in the following we
show that this bound is achievable with quantum states
and measurements.
We express the strategy using the Bell states

|Ψ00〉 =
1√
2
(|↑↑〉B1B2

+ |↓↓〉B1B2
)

|Ψ01〉 =
1√
2
(|↑↑〉B1B2

− |↓↓〉B1B2
)

|Ψ10〉 =
1√
2
(|↑↓〉B1B2

+ |↓↑〉B1B2
)

|Ψ11〉 =
1√
2
(|↑↓〉B1B2

− |↓↑〉B1B2
) .

The quantum states shared are |Ψ00〉AB and |Ψ00〉B′C .
Bob makes his choice by measuring the system BB′ in the
Bell basis, i.e., {|Ψ00〉BB′ , |Ψ01〉BB′ , |Ψ10〉BB′ , |Ψ11〉BB′}.
He gives outcome B ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} using
the indices of the state corresponding to the outcome
obtained.
Defining |θ〉 = cos( θ2 )|↑〉+sin( θ2 )|↓〉, the measurements

generating A and C are as follows:

• if RA = 0, measure in the {|0〉, |π〉} basis,

• if RA = 1, measure in the {|π/2〉, |3π/2〉} basis,

• if RC = 0, measure in the {|π/4〉, |5π/4〉} basis,

• if RC = 1, measure in the {|3π/4〉, |7π/4〉} basis.

For each measurement, if the first element in the basis is
obtained, the outcome is set to 0 and otherwise it is set
to 1.
The joint probability distribution obtained when

B = (0, 0) is

PAC|RARC ,B=(0,0) RC = 0 RC = 1
C = 0 C = 1 C = 0 C = 1

RA = 0 A = 0 1+ε
4

1−ε
4

1−ε
4

1+ε
4

A = 1 1−ε
4

1+ε
4

1+ε
4

1−ε
4

RA = 1 A = 0 1+ε
4

1−ε
4

1+ε
4

1−ε
4

A = 1 1−ε
4

1+ε
4

1−ε
4

1+ε
4

,

where ε = 1/
√
2. This corresponds to a winning prob-

ability of 1
2

(

1 + 1√
2

)

. An analogous distribution is

obtained for the other values of B and the winning
probability is the same for each possible B. Note that
although Alice and Charlie never know the value of B,
it is correlated with the quantum state they hold.
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B. Theories whose joint state space is given by

either the minimal or maximal tensor product

Taking the minimal or maximal tensor product to form
the joint state space is equivalent to taking either the
largest state space, or largest effect space compatible with
the single system state space of a locally tomographic the-
ory. In this section we show that regardless of the single-
system state space of a GPT, whenever the joint state
space is given either by the minimal or by the maximal
tensor product, then the theory is unable to outperform
classical physics in the adaptive CHSH game.

Proposition 1. In any GPT where the joint state space
is either defined as the minimal or as the maximal tensor
product of the individual state spaces, the optimal win-
ning probability in the adaptive CHSH game is bounded
by 3/4.

The proof of this proposition is given in Appendix A.
The idea is that in such theories, any strategy can be
classically simulated, and the winning probability for any
classical strategy is at most 3/4. Note that previous
work [21–23] implies this bound for boxworld.

This bound can be achieved in any theory in which
there are (at least) two states and a measurement M
that perfectly distinguishes them, i.e., gives the outcome
0 for one state and 1 for the other with unit probabil-
ity. To see this, take the sources SAB and SB′C to share
with uniform probability either the first or the second of
these perfectly distinguishable states and let each party
perform the measurement M on each of the obtained
systems. Let Alice and Charlie output their measure-
ment outcome respectively. Then Bob outputs (0, 0) or
(1, 0) each with probability 1

2 if he obtains the same out-
come from both his measurements and he outputs (0, 1)
or (1, 1) each with probability 1

2 otherwise.

C. Theories with two-dimensional single-system

state spaces

In this section we make progress on analysing their per-
formance in the adaptive CHSH game for theories beyond
those whose joint state space is given by the minimal or
maximal tensor product. To do so we consider GPTs
whose local state spaces are regular polygons. Because
we lack the tools to construct different bipartite state
spaces for these theories explicitly, we instead generate
bounds that apply to any theories with such local state

spaces. It turns out that the cases of regular polygons
with an odd number of vertices differ considerably from
the cases for which this number is even and that self-
dualization of the local state spaces leads to yet another
behaviour. We consider each of these separately below.

1. Regular polygon state spaces with an odd number of
extremal vertices

In the cases with an odd number of vertices we argue
in the following that it is impossible to win the adaptive
CHSH game with a probability larger than quantum the-
ory because it is impossible to win any CHSH game with
probability larger than quantum theory with such a lo-
cal state space. For the usual CHSH game the larger the
state space, the larger the winning probability. Hence, to
upper bound the winning probability of the CHSH game
we can, in this case, consider the joint state space formed
with the maximal tensor product.
For n = 5, 7, . . . , 29 we used a linear program to show

that no state in the maximal tensor product of two such
systems can lead to correlations that exceed Tsirelson’s
bound for any CHSH game, and hence also in the adap-
tive CHSH game. In fact, the correlations that we ob-
tained are strictly below Tsirelson’s bound in all cases.
To see this, consider the dual cone to the correspond-

ing local state space, Eext, which has n rays and 2n ex-
tremal effects (for each effect, e, on a ray, u − e is a
(non-ray) extremal effect) [24]. Given a bipartite state
SAB , a set NA of two binary measurements on A, and
another such set NB on B, we can compute the joint
distribution of the outcomes and arrange it as a vector,
P = V (SAB ,NA,NB). Since the CHSH value is a lin-
ear function of P , we can compute this by taking the
inner product of this vector with another vector CCHSH.
Due to linearity, the maximal CHSH value is further-
more obtained by performing extremal measurements on
extremal states.
Now, for any choice of extremal measurements NA and

NB , we can obtain the maximal CHSH value for this
choice by the following optimisation:

max
SAB

CCHSH.V (SAB ,NA,NB)

subj. to (eA ⊗ eB)(SAB) ≥ 0 ∀eA, eB ∈ Eext
(uA ⊗ uB)(SAB) = 1 ,

where the last two conditions correspond to restricting
SAB to be a valid state.

Comparing the results for all choices of four measure-
ments, we obtain the optimal CHSH values summarised
in the following table.
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n optimal CHSH value formulaic description of value

5 0.8028 1

2
+ 1

4(1+sec(π/n))2
(1 + sec(π/n)(4 cos( 3+n

4n
π) + 2 sin( 1+n

4n
π) + 2 sin( 5+n

4n
π) + sec(π/n)− 2))

7 0.8462 1

2
+ 1

4(1+sec(π/n))2
(1 + sec(π/n)(2 sin( 3+n

4n
π) + 6 cos( 1+n

4n
π) + sec(π/n)− 2)) *

9 0.8497 1

2
+ 1

4(1+sec(π/n))2
(1 + sec(π/n)(2 cos( 3+n

4n
π) + 6 sin( 1+n

4n
π) + sec(π/n)− 2)) *

11 0.8441 1

2
+ 1

4(1+sec(π/n))2
(1 + sec(π/n)(2 cos( 1+n

4n
π) + 2 cos( 5+n

4n
π) + 4 sin( 3+n

4n
π) + sec(π/n)− 2))

Although our table involves fixed n, we give a formulaic
description of how to generate the value that depends on
n. The reason for doing so is that our numerical results
suggest that these formulae repeat such that the formula
depends on the value of n mod 8 (a similar repetition
was suggested in [24]). In general, formulaic descriptions
of this kind can be extracted from the solution to the
linear program above by retaining the information with
which combinations of effects we have obtained the op-
timal CHSH value and then looking at the solution of
the linear program which yields the corresponding state
SAB . Writing SAB as an analytic expression leads to for-
mulae like above (but where n is the particular number
of extremal states). We have checked numerically that
these formulae are accurate up to n = 29.

Our results relate to those of [24], where for one partic-
ular extremal state in the maximal tensor product state
space the maximal CHSH value was computed. For the
values n = 7, 9, 15, 17, 23, 25, our optimisation recovers
the values from [24, Table A2] (indicated in the table
above with a ∗), while for n = 5, 11, 13, 19, 21, 27, 29 we
obtain larger values than those of [24, Table A2]. Note,
however, that all of our optimal values can be recovered
with measurements on the particular state that was anal-
ysed in [24], and we hence suspect that the differences in
the formulaic description originates from typos in the for-
mulae in [24, Table A2].

Our results imply that if the systems held by Alice
and Charlie have a single-system state space that is a
regular polygon with n = 5, 7, . . . , 29 vertices, the max-
imum winning probability in the adaptive CHSH game
is strictly smaller than in quantum theory. We do not
exclude, however, that the use of several such systems
could beat the quantum bound. For instance, it could
be that the scenario of the adaptive CHSH game can
lead to several copies of a particular state shared be-
tween Alice and Charlie, and that from such copies it
is possible to beat Tsirelson’s bound. This would cor-
respond to the ability to distil non-locality from such
states. Unfortunately, non-locality distillation is not
well-understood and whether this is possible is an open
question. For further details regarding this issue, we refer
to Section III C 4.

We further remark that if we restrict the adaptive
CHSH game to be played with one pair of gbits shared
by each source, then our results imply that all theories
with the local state spaces we have analysed here perform
strictly worse than quantum mechanics in this game. We

can think of the adaptive CHSH game with a restriction
on the dimension of the shared systems as dimension-
dependent self-testing.

2. Regular polygon state spaces with an even number of
extremal vertices

The ability to construct and analyse explicit theories
in which the joint state space is given by a tensor prod-
uct other than the minimal or maximal tensor products
would be especially useful for considering theories where
the single-system state space is a regular polygon with
an even number of vertices, since in this case it is known
that using the maximal tensor product leads to correla-
tions that can be distilled to a PR-box. Understanding
to what extent this is also the case for other tensor prod-
ucts is important for upper bounding the performance of
these theories in the adaptive CHSH game. Furthermore,
an explicit construction of other tensor products would
permit us to fully determine their performance.
In spite of the lack of explicit constructions, we can

nevertheless derive bounds on the performance of such
theories in the adaptive CHSH game. To do so, we anal-
yse the performance of theories with joint state spaces
of two gbits that have a CHSH value restricted to some
specific value. There are eight CHSH-type inequalities
(related to one another by symmetries) [5], and hence it
makes sense to restrict all of them simultaneously. We
express the quantities involved in these inequalities by
J i
CHSH(P ), where i runs from 1 to 4 (these quantities are

in direct correspondence with the winning conditions in
the adaptive CHSH game), and P is a probability distri-
bution with two inputs and two outcomes. We get eight
inequalities via lower and upper bounds, for instance we
can take J1

CHSH(P ) to be

1

4

(

P (11|01) + P (00|01) + P (11|00) + P (00|00)
+ P (11|11) + P (00|11) + P (10|10) + P (01|10)

)

,

so that two of the CHSH inequalities can be written
1/4 ≤ J1

CHSH(P ) ≤ 3/4.
Restricting the CHSH value of a theory to satisfy

the classical bound hence corresponds to saying that
for all bipartite states SAB of two gbits in the the-
ory, and pairs of measurements NA = (M1,M2) on Al-
ice and NB = (N1, N2) on Bob (here Mi ∈ MA and
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Ni ∈ MB), the distribution P = V (SAB ,NA,NB) obeys
1/4 ≤ J i

CHSH(P ) ≤ 3/4 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4.
The following theorem gives a bound for the adaptive

CHSH game for n = 4, i.e., for systems where the single-
system state space is a square like in Example 1.

Theorem 1. Let ǫ ∈ [0, 1/8] and consider a GPT with
single-system state space S� and any joint state space 7

where the CHSH values are bounded by ǫ
2 ≤ J i

CHSH(P ) ≤
1 − ǫ

2 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Let the sources SAB and SB′C

each correspond to one pair of gbits. Then the winning
probability in the adaptive CHSH game is bounded by

pwin ≤ 3

4
+

ǫ(1− 8ǫ)

96ǫ2 − 12ǫ+ 1
. (7)

Proof. The restrictions on the CHSH values are equiv-
alent to the following restrictions on the correlations in
the bipartite state space:8

4ǫ−
1

2
≤ P (10|01) + P (11|10) + P (01|11)−P (11|00) ≤

3

2
−4ǫ

4ǫ−
1

2
≤ P (11|01) + P (01|10) + P (10|11)−P (11|00) ≤

3

2
−4ǫ

4ǫ−
1

2
≤ P (10|01) + P (01|10) + P (11|11)−P (11|00) ≤

3

2
−4ǫ

4ǫ−
1

2
≤ P (11|01) + P (11|10) + P (00|11)−P (11|00) ≤

3

2
−4ǫ

(8)

The relations (8) are often called the CH inequalities [25],
and it is convenient to work with these instead (note that
the CH and CHSH inequalities can be seen as rewritings
of the same inequality [26, 27], in particular, for each
CHSH quantity there is a CH quantity, where the values
are related by J i

CHSH(P ) = 3
4 − 1

2J
i
CH(P )—see e.g. [28]

for an explanation of the different ways to express the
same Bell inequality).
Because the local state space is S�, there are two ex-

tremal fiducial measurements on one gbit, M0 and M1,
giving rise to the four combinations of these as the ex-
tremal fiducial measurements on two gbits. Hence, it
is sufficient to restrict the CH values for these mea-
surements, and to express every state in terms of the
probabilities from these extremal fiducial measurements
as a vector V (SAB , (M0,M1) , (M0,M1)). Due to non-
signalling and normalisation, each such vector is charac-
terised by 8 parameters. In this representation, the state
space of a theory with restricted CHSH value is a convex
subset of the polyhedron restricted by the non-signalling
constraints, the positivity conditions, normalisation and
the requirement that the relations (8) hold. This poly-
hedron is the maximal possible state space and can be

7 Recall form IIB that a joint state space has to be convex and
symmetric under permutations.

8 Due to the redundancy in the description of states there are sev-
eral equivalent formulations of these 8 constraints. Note that for
ǫ = 1

8
we recover the state space of the minimal tensor product,

and for ǫ = 0 that of the maximal tensor product.

equivalently described in terms of its 80 extremal ver-
tices, which are found by identifying the vectors that si-
multaneously saturate 8 of the facet-defining inequalities
while obeying the remaining inequalities. We use Cǫ to
denote the state space thus formed for a given ǫ ∈ [0, 1/8].
The conversion to the vertex picture was performed sym-
bolically, i.e., with vertices expressed in terms of ǫ, in
Mathematica.

To approximate the effect space, we start by noting
that a convex state space achieving the CH-value of − 1

2+

4ǫ (and 3
2 −4ǫ respectively) necessarily contains the state

corresponding to the isotropic vector









ǫ 1
2 − ǫ ǫ 1

2 − ǫ
1
2 − ǫ ǫ 1

2 − ǫ ǫ

ǫ 1
2 − ǫ 1

2 − ǫ ǫ
1
2 − ǫ ǫ ǫ 1

2 − ǫ









(and 7 others equivalent up to relabelling), where the en-
tries represent the outcome probabilities for the fiducial
measurements. The reason for this is that using shared
randomness and the symmetry of the state space we can
form such a state by a depolarisation procedure (see
e.g., [29, Appendix A]). The effect space of any theory
with such a CH-value restriction is thus contained in the
dual to the convex hull of the 16 local deterministic ver-
tices (the tensor products of the extremal states of two
systems with local state space S�) and the 8 isotropic
vectors with ǫ matching that of the state space under
consideration. We use Dǫ to denote the correspond-
ing convex cone of non-normalised effects, with origin at
0 ∈ R

16. It has 80 extremal rays (plus 14 that arise due
to the redundancy in the description of the states, which,
if normalisation is dropped, are characterised in terms of
9 = 16−7 parameters). This cone was found by imposing
that an effect, when applied to any of the above 24 states,
must yield a non-negative probability. The extremal rays
of the effect coneDǫ are then those that satisfy all of these
24 inequalities and that give zero-probability on 8 of the
24, leaving only one parameter free. This was computed
symbolically for any ǫ in Mathematica

9.
Hence, by construction, Cǫ and Dǫ are outer approxi-

mations to the true state and effect spaces of any theory
with local state space S� in which two gbits have such a
CHSH restriction.
Given a joint state space and a set of possible measure-

ments, the maximum winning probability in any CHSH
game is achieved with extremal local measurements10

9 When considering specific values of ǫ, computational tools for
vertex enumeration are available that allow for the computation
of the dual cone to the non-normalised states in a much more
efficient way.

10 For an extremal effect e, the complementary effect u − e is also
extremal, making up an extremal measurement {e, u− e} (see
for instance [30] for a proof).
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acting on an extremal state. To assess the winning prob-
ability in the adaptive CHSH game we can think about
the set of joint states that could form SAC under any ef-
fect applied on BB′. Due to the linearity of the winning
condition, an upper bound on the winning probability of
the adaptive CHSH game can be found by considering
the extremal states in this set and the maximum CHSH
value these can yield. (This is an upper bound because
we only consider a single optimal effect applied on BB′,
rather than a full measurement and it could be that there
is no measurement whose effects all give rise to this win-
ning probability.) The set of extremal SAC can be formed
by taking SAB and SB′C to be extremal states and con-
sidering extremal joint effects on BB′ (see Lemma 3 in
Appendix B).

Using the above method and taking Cǫ for the ex-
tremal states and the cone Dǫ for the extremal effects,
we can bound the winning probability in the adaptive
CHSH game. These strategies can be enumerated by
checking the winning probability for all states SAC ob-
tained by sharing any two extremal states of Cǫ at the
two sources and applying an effect on each of the ex-
tremal rays of Dǫ to BB′. Since we are considering
a cone of non-normalised effects, the convex hull of all
post-measurement states SAC that are obtained in this
way, together with 0 form another convex cone. In or-
der to derive bounds on the winning probability, only the
(sub-)normalised states have to be considered, so we can
truncate this cone at the vectors whose probabilities for
each measurement sum to 1. This is done by normal-
ising all extremal post-measurement states, which span
the truncated cone of all sub-normalised states. We note
that, despite the incompatibility of Cǫ and Dǫ, all of these
strategies lead to valid probabilities. (One way to see this
is to consider first applying the measurements on A and
C. This leads to a product state on the system BB′ (de-
pending on the outcomes). By construction the effect on
BB′ yields a valid probability when applied to a product
state.)

In the above considerations, any separable extremal
states and effects can be ignored and symmetries can be
removed to reduce their number. Having done this, the
number of remaining combinations is sufficiently small
that they can all be computed symbolically in Math-

ematica. This leads to the following bounds for the
CH-value of the states SAC (for any i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}):

2ǫ(8ǫ− 1)

96ǫ2 − 12ǫ+ 1
≤ J i

CH(P ) ≤ 80ǫ2 − 10ǫ+ 1

96ǫ2 − 12ǫ+ 1
, (9)

where P is the distribution generated by SAC using the
extremal fiducial measurements.

These bounds can be converted into bounds on the
winning probability in the adaptive CHSH game as fol-

lows:

pwin ≤ J i
CHSH(P )

=
3

4
− 1

2
J i
CH(P )

≤ 3

4
+

ǫ(1− 8ǫ)

96ǫ2 − 12ǫ+ 1
.

Similarly, we can lower bound pwin by

pwin ≥ 3

4
− 80ǫ2 − 10ǫ+ 1

96ǫ2 − 12ǫ+ 1
. (10)

The bound (7) is maximal for ǫ = 1
16 , which yields

pwin ≤ 4
5 . Hence, no theory with single-system state

space S� can recover the quantum performance in the
adaptive CHSH game if the shared resources each com-
prise a single pair of gbits. Note that (7) may not be
tight. Furthermore, when attempting to explicitly con-
struct joint state spaces we were unable to beat the classi-
cal winning probability 3

4 . In more detail, we considered
firstly taking the joint space to be Cǫ, i.e., where the ex-
tremal states are the 16 local deterministic states, and
noisy versions of the 8 permutations of the PR-box with
the joint effect space being the dual to this, and secondly
a restriction of the state space of box-world in which we
only allow all bipartite states that can achieve at most
some fixed CHSH value, i.e., the state space is the dual
to Dǫ and the effect space is Dǫ. It is conceivable that
the bound of 3

4 also holds for any joint state space in
between, whenever a valid corresponding effect space is
considered.
The restriction of the sources to share one pair of gbits

is imposed here to exclude the possibility of distilling
stronger correlations after Bob performs his joint mea-
surement. With the (slightly incompatible) approxima-
tions for state and effect spaces used in the proof, distilla-
tion of correlations would be possible (note that our outer
approximation to the state space includes states that pro-
duce correlations that are distillable according to [31]).
Given this restriction on the dimension, we completely
solve the problem of dimension-dependent self-testing for
n = 4 in the adaptive CHSH game.
However, it is not clear whether this restriction is nec-

essary for the analysis. Partly, this is because, as men-
tioned above, the theories we could explicitly consider
only lead to a classical CHSH value. Furthermore, Bob
can only output two bits B, which means that, even if
distillation of correlations is in principle possible in a the-
ory, we would need to know whether Alice and Charlie
can distil sufficiently in this scenario in which they cannot
communicate or share randomness, except via the shared
resources that are established through Bob’s operation.
In addition, we have derived our bounds by using only
one effect for Bob. It may be the case that this cannot
be completed to a four-outcome measurement, for which
each effect allows us to achieve this bound, so the true
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bound could be lower. Nonetheless, conclusively gener-
alising our results to higher dimensional systems where
distillation is possible requires further theory to be de-
veloped, as we explain in Section III C 4.

For a single system state space with an even number
of extremal vertices greater than 4 we encounter simi-
lar obstacles. It is known from [24] that PR-box corre-
lations can be distilled from the analogue of the max-
imally entangled state, Smax, in any such theory with
the maximal tensor product. In these cases the set of
correlations is strictly more non-local when we have ac-
cess to several systems. This may not be the case for
other tensor products though. To illustrate this, con-
sider the case where the local state space is a regular
hexagon (i.e., n = 6). We take a convex combination
of Smax and the completely mixed state of the theory,
Smix, to form ǫSmax + (1 − ǫ)Smix, and analyse the cor-
relations that result when using the same local measure-
ments as performed in [24]. Then [32] implies that for
ǫ ≥ 2/3 the non-locality of these correlations, as mea-
sured by the maximal winning probability in the CHSH
game, is bounded by those of the isotropic correlations
with parameter ǫ′ = 1−4 1−ǫ

2−ǫ
. For these correlations, the

winning probability in the CHSH game is bounded by
1
2+

ǫ′+1
4 (since they cannot be distilled with wirings [33]).

This indicates that the distillation protocols known for
the maximal tensor product do not perform as well in
other cases. Whether maximally non-local correlations
can in these cases be distilled in other ways (e.g., from
other correlations or in scenarios where the parties mea-
sure all subsystems they hold jointly) remains an open
question.

3. Self-dualized regular polygon state spaces with an even
number of extremal vertices

The situation is considerably different if we self-dualize
these polygon systems [16]. A self-dual theory has a (non-
normalised) state and effect space that are formally rep-
resented by the same geometric object. Starting from
any GPT, such as our regular polygon systems with an
even number of vertices, we obtain a self-dual theory us-
ing the following procedure that was introduced in [16].
We first apply a scale transformation to the state space
(along with the dual transformation for the effect space)
such that the state space is contained in the effect space
after the transformation. This acts only as a change of
coordinates, hence has no physical consequences. The
effect space is subsequently reduced to coincide with the
state space, in violation of the no-restriction hypothesis.
In this case, since the no-restriction hypothesis is not

obeyed, we need to take a more general definition of the
maximal tensor product into account [16], namely for
local state spaces SA, SB and local effect spaces EA,
EB , the state space consists of all normalised bipartite
states in (EA ⊗min Emax(SB))

∗ ∩ (Emax(SA) ⊗min EB)∗,

where ∗ denotes the dual cone. This ensures that all ef-
fects act consistently on these states and that any post-
measurement states are valid. By using this joint state
space, we find numerically, with a linear program analo-
gous to the one used for odd polygon systems above, that
Tsirelson’s bound cannot be exceeded for n = 4, 6, . . . , 30
with any state of two gbits in the maximal tensor prod-
uct. We further find formulaic descriptions of the optimal
behaviour that we conjecture to extend to higher even n,
which we summarise in the following table.

n CHSH-value formulaic description

4 0.75 1

2
+

√
2

4
cos(π

n
)

6 0.8125 1

2
+ 1

8
[2 cos( 2+n

4n
π)−cos( 3n−2

4n
π)+sin( 6+n

4n
π)]

8 0.8536 1

2
+

√
2

4

10 0.8420 1

2
+ 3

8
sin( 2+n

4n
π)− 1

8
cos( 3n−6

4n
π)

The upper bounds for the performance in the adap-
tive CHSH game were obtained by optimising the CHSH
value over all bipartite states in the maximal tensor prod-
uct of two such polygon systems. Performing this, we
observe a similar periodicity with period 8 as in the odd
case above, which allowed us to derive similar formulaic
descriptions of the optimal CHSH value. The table dis-
plays these by giving one particular n-value for each for-
mula as well as the corresponding numeric CHSH value.
We have certified the formulae to be accurate by running
our optimisations up to n = 30 and we conjecture their
validity for any even n.
Taking their derivative, it is easy to see that each

of these formulae is increasing in n and converges to
Tsirelson’s bound in the limit n → ∞. We also remark
that for n = 8, 16, 24, . . . we exactly recover Tsirelson’s
bound. This does not necessarily mean that there
are theories with such local state spaces that recover
the quantum performance in the adaptive CHSH game
though: we know that with the maximal tensor product
(which the bounds are derived from) this is definitely not
possible and we do not know whether such correlations
can even be achieved with smaller joint state spaces, let
alone after performing a joint measurement like in the
adaptive CHSH game. Thus we do not expect our upper
bounds to be tight, i.e., the actual optimal performance
in the adaptive CHSH game is likely worse.
Overall, similarly to the case of odd polygon systems,

we have evidence that (subject to the restriction to one
pair of gbits) self-dualized theories whose local state
space is an even polygon (with any joint state space be-
tween minimal and maximal tensor product) cannot out-
perform quantummechanics in the adaptive CHSH game.
Since the odd polygon systems above were already self-
dual, we can now make this statement for any such self-
dualized theory, independent of whether the number of
extremal vertices is even or odd. We illustrate this in Fig-
ure 2. Solving the dimension-independent case requires a
better understanding of distillation (see Section III C 4).
Similar findings may be made for other local state
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Figure 2. Maximal CHSH value achievable in the maximal
tensor product of self-dualized polygon systems. Along the
horizontal axis we display the number of extremal vertices n,
while on the vertical axis we display the respective optimal
CHSH value. The points are the values obtained in our op-
timizations while the curves depict the respective formulae.
The colours are used to group points that follow the same
formula.

spaces. For instance, in Section 6 of [24], it was shown
that non-quantum correlations can be generated by local
measurements on the analogue of the maximally entan-
gled state when the local state space is ‘house-shaped’,
which is self-dual. This state space is fairly unnatu-
ral, since it is not closed under permutations (see Sec-
tion II B 1). When the joint state space is the maximal
tensor product, the authors of [24] were unable to find
any correlations violating Tsirelson’s bound. Whether
similar results hold for other theories with self-dual local
state spaces and whether distillation of stronger correla-
tions may be possible in such theories remains open.

4. Relation to non-locality distillation and corresponding
limitations

Most of the results in Section III C are valid under a
dimension restriction on the shared systems or up to the
distillation of non-locality. In order to solve the prob-
lem without the dimension restriction, we would need to
better understand the set of correlations that can be ob-
tained by Alice and Charlie, from the post-measurement
states Bob can generate for them.

However, distillation of non-locality is not well-
understood. While for distillation with local wirings
(meaning performing local measurements on each sub-
system of a bipartite system and then applying classi-
cal operations to the inputs and outputs) limits can be
given [32, 34], we are not aware of results on distilla-
tion with other (joint) measurements on different GPT
systems, for instance. To solve our problem in general
would require the theory of distillation to be developed.

5. Relation to work on correlated boxes

In recent years, a lot of work has been dedicated to
the study of bipartite non-signalling correlations, with-
out reference to any underlying theory. Such correlations
can be modelled as behaviours of black boxes where the
two parties can make inputs and obtain (correlated) out-
puts. In general, various underlying theories can lead
to the same sets of such bipartite correlations (see for in-
stance the even polygon systems with the maximal tensor
product), even though the theories may look very differ-
ent and may behave differently in other setups. The op-
erations that can be performed locally by each party on
their part of such a correlated box are restricted to choos-
ing inputs (and processing the outputs obtained from the
box).
In the case of the local state space S� we encounter

the special situation that the correlated boxes that can
be obtained by performing local measurements on a pair
of gbits are in one-to-one correspondence with their joint
states, since the extremal local effects are the unit vec-
tors. Thus Theorem 1 is directly related to research on
correlated non-signalling boxes. In fact, for local state
space S�, the set of all bipartite nonsignaling boxes with
two inputs and two outputs is the maximal tensor prod-
uct of two gbits.11

In [21–23], entanglement swapping of such boxes was
analysed in terms of couplers. Given two copies of a bi-
partite state, SAB and SB′C , these are maps that act on
BB′ and result in a copy of the same state shared on AC
(in some cases the copy is permitted to be noisy [23]).
Such couplers were shown not to exist if the bipartite
state space comprises all non-signalling boxes [21]. How-
ever, they can be consistently defined if the bipartite
state space is restricted to an asymmetric region of the
non-signalling polytope (that is not closed under rela-
belling) [22, 23].
Theorem 1 contributes to this line of research in that

it gives bounds on how non-local the state on AC can
be after non-locality swapping by applying linear maps
(joint effects) where SAB and SB′C need not be the same
state. Furthermore, our analysis is performed for theories
with any amount of non-locality. We note, however, that
our consistency conditions (in particular, the symmetry
of the state space under local permutations introduced
at the end of Section II B 1) differ from those of [22, 23].
We also remark that analysing generalised probabilistic

theories rather than correlated boxes has another advan-
tage. Namely, when considering couplers that act consis-
tently on some non-signalling boxes, but not on others,
it is not so clear how to generalise this into a consistent
theory of states and measurements, while a local state

11 For other local state spaces the maximal tensor product is dif-
ferent and may even lead to joint state spaces with restricted
non-locality [24]. See also the odd polygon systems considered
here.
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space and a composition operation, as considered in the
GPT framework, immediately lead to sets of achievable
correlated boxes. This is also especially important when
aiming to understand various setups with different num-
bers of parties, where having an underlying theory is im-
portant for ensuring a consistent analysis.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that in the adaptive CHSH game quan-
tum mechanics outperforms the two-dimensional systems
of all the theories that we were able to explicitly consider.
Nonetheless, due to the need for further research on the
distillation of correlations, we are not yet at the stage
where this game can be fully analysed. In particular, it
is desirable to generalise our results to allow the shar-
ing of more general systems rather than gbit pairs and
to take the possibility of distillation into account in the
analysis.
Our optimal quantum strategy from Section IIIA is

achievable by letting all states and measurements have
real amplitudes and could thus also be achieved with
quantum bits over a real Hilbert space. This is particu-
larly interesting, since the corresponding local state space
can be thought of as the n → ∞ limit of a polygonal
state space [24]. Further research in this direction may
lead us to identify a reason why the local state space of
the smallest quantum system has to be spherical.
In addition, it is known that, while for any theory with

a local state space coinciding with that of quantum the-
ory the correlations for bipartite systems coincide with
those of quantum mechanics [35], the same is not true for
more than two parties [36]. Hence, some theories that
only differ from quantum theory in their multi-partite
correlations can only be self-tested in a setting that in-
volves such multi-partite resources. Thus, in order to
achieve complete correlation self-testing of quantum the-
ory, adding a multi-partite task to the adaptive CHSH
game might become necessary. In order for this to hap-
pen, one would first need to show that it is possible to
formulate fully-fledged theories that lead to such sets of
correlations and that recover the performance of quan-
tum theory in the adaptive CHSH game.

It may turn out that there are numerous tasks for
which quantum correlations are optimal. Identifying
these and their general features is left as an interesting
open question, the solution of which may lead to funda-
mental insights about quantum theory itself.
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Appendix A: Proof of Proposition 1

For the proof of Proposition 1, we rely on the following lemma.

Lemma 1. In any GPT, the maximum probability of winning a CHSH game with a separable state is upper bounded
by 3/4.

Proof. A product measurement MrA,rC = {erAa ⊗ erCc }a,c on a separable state SAC =
∑

i piS
A
i ⊗ SC

i , leads to proba-
bilities

p(ac|rArC)PAC =
∑

i

pie
rA
a (SA

i )e
rC
c (SC

i ) (A1)

=
∑

i

pip(a|rA, i)p(c|rC , i), (A2)

where p(a|rA, i) = erAa (SA
i ) and p(c|rC , i) = erCc (SC

i ). This distribution can be generated by sharing a source of
classical randomness that outputs perfectly correlated values i with probability pi to each party. Based on i and their
own inputs, rA and rB respectively, players A and C can sample from distributions p(a|rA, i) and p(c|rC , i). The claim
then follows because the winning probability of any classical strategy in any CHSH game is bounded by 3/4 [4].

Corollary 1. For any GPT where the joint state space is defined by the minimal tensor product, the winning probability
in the adaptive CHSH game is upper bounded by 3/4.

Lemma 2. In any GPT, if Bob uses a separable effect, the states shared between Alice and Charlie in the adaptive
CHSH game are separable.

Proof. Applying a separable effect, i.e., eBB′

b̃
=

∑

i si(e
B
bi
⊗ eB

′

b′
i

) with si ≥ 0 and
∑

i si = 1, to the product of two
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entangled states, we obtain

SAC|b̃ =
1

N
(IA ⊗ eBB′

b̃
⊗ IC)





∑

j

pjS
AB
j ⊗ SB′C

j





=
1

N

∑

i,j

sipj(IA ⊗ eBbi)(S
AB
j )⊗ (eB

′

b′
i

⊗ IC)(S
B′C
j )

=
∑

i,j

p̃i,jS
Ã
i,j ⊗ SC̃

i,j ,

with N = eBB′

b̃
(SBB′

) where SBB′

is the reduced state of SABB′C =
∑

j pjS
AB
j ⊗ SB′C

j on the subsystem BB′ (i.e.,

SBB′

= (uA⊗IB⊗IB′ ⊗uC)S
ABB′C); furthermore SÃ

i,j = (IA⊗eBbi)(S
AB
j )/eBbi(S

B
j ), SC̃

i,j = (eB
′

b′
i

⊗IC)(S
B′C
j )/eB

′

b′
i

(SB′

j )

and p̃i,j = sipje
B′

b′
i

(SB′

j )eBbi(S
B
j )/N .

Corollary 2. For any GPT where the joint state space is defined by the maximal tensor product, the winning proba-
bility in the adaptive CHSH game is upper bounded by 3/4.

This follows immediately from the lack of entangled effects in the maximal tensor product by Lemma 2.
Thus, according to Corollaries 1 and 2, in a GPT where the joint state space is defined by the minimal or by the

maximal tensor product no strategy can beat the winning probability of 3/4.

Appendix B: Post-measurement states on AC

Lemma 3. In the adaptive CHSH game, the set of post-measurement states on the joint system AC is within the
convex hull of those states obtained by considering extremal joint states on AB and B′C and an extremal joint effect
eBB′

.

Proof. Any joint state on AC obtained in the adaptive CHSH game can be written as

SAC =
(IA ⊗ eBB′ ⊗ IC)(S

AB ⊗ SB′C)

eBB′(SB ⊗ SB′)
, (B1)

where SB and SB′

are the reduced states of SAB and SB′C respectively. All states SAB ⊗SB′C live in the state space

SABB′C = conv
({

SAB ⊗ SB′C | SAB ∈ ext(SAB), SB′C ∈ ext(SB′C)
})

, (B2)

where conv denotes the convex hull and ext(S) represents the set of extremal states of S. Since IA ⊗ eBB′ ⊗ IC is

linear, the extremal states that can be obtained upon application of IA ⊗ eBB′ ⊗ IC to states from the convex set
SABB′C are all images of extremal states. This also holds if we normalise all post-measurement states, as can be
checked with a simple calculation. Hence, each extremal eBB′

allows us to construct a convex set by considering its
application to all extremal states of SABB′C . The union of these sets is within the convex hull of all their extremal
points.

Furthermore, for any non-extremal effect êBB′

= peBB′

+ (1− p)ẽBB′

, the normalised post-measurement state is

ŜAC =
p(IA ⊗ eBB′ ⊗ IC)(S

AB ⊗ SB′C) + (1− p)(IA ⊗ ẽBB′ ⊗ IC)(S
AB ⊗ SB′C)

peBB′(SB ⊗ SB′) + (1− p)ẽBB′(SB ⊗ SB′)
(B3)

= p̃SAC + (1− p̃)S̃AC , (B4)

where p̃ = (peBB′

(SB ⊗ SB′

))/(peBB′

(SB ⊗ SB′

) + (1− p)ẽBB′

(SB ⊗ SB′

)).
Thus, the set of post-measurement states is within the convex hull of all post-measurement states that are obtained

from extremal effects eBB′

applied to the extremal states of SABB′C .
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